Solid Door
Double Section
Refrigerator

CTRR4-40

The industry’s first
all-convertible “shift on the fly ”
refrigeration system.

CTRR4-40
Formerly J4SRR-40B

Solid Door
Double Section
40 Cubic Foot
Refrigerator
Dimensions
Features

“Shift on the fly” technology allows Convert-a-Temp
refrigerator sections to be temporarily convertible to freezer
temperatures. Simply adjust the temperature on the exterior PC
board and your Convert-a-Temp unit becomes the most unique,
versatile and “must-have” piece of equipment in your kitchen.
Convert-a-Temp refrigeration systems can be set exactly to a
wide range of desired temperatures. Temperature setting is easy,
fast and accurate.
Stainless steel interior and exterior for greater durability,
construction and appearance.
Indirect Fin-Coil Cooling. Convert-a-Temp fin coil evaporators
use the power of gravity to indirectly circulate in the box, creating
low velocity airflow and more even temperatures.
Convenient and energy-efficient half-door design. Opening
only half a door will release only half of the cold air. The doors
also have recessed handles and come with adjustable tension
springs for hands-free closing.
“Auto-D” Evaporator Defrost. Convert-a-Temp units offer an
automatic evaporator defrost system. If the computerized
thermometer and temperature control senses that the evaporator temperature is low enough for ice to accumulate, the unit will
automatically cycle into defrost.
Heavy-duty 5” casters standard for easy mobility and
installation. Convert-a-Temp units are 76.2” high on casters to
wheel through most standard doors.
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General Information
Refrigerator
Cubic Feet: 40
8 adjustable epoxy coated steel wire shelves
Shelf Size: 24.5" X 22"
Exterior: Stainless
Interior: Stainless
Unit Weight: 397 lbs.
Gross Weight: 447 lbs.
Cord length: 73" Nema 5/15P
Volts: 115
Amps: 6.32 (run) 12.64 (start)
Electric condensate evaporator
Insulation: 2.5" thick, high-density polyurethane,
foamed in place
Interior Lights
Compressor Information
Refrigerant: R134A
Number of compressors: 1
Refrigerant Capacity: Medium Temp
Use: Refrigerator
H.P.: 1/3
Warranty: 1-year parts and labour and
5-year compressor.
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